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Letter toTHE TRADE
Wow was that a hot June!!
Hopefully everyone had a chance to
get out of the heat this summer for a
bit. As we get into fall the weather in
Tucson doesn’t cool off that much so
it is important to look at the summer
big hits. Let’s start with hard sparkling
seltzers – one of the big wins this
summer. Very refreshing, low-calorie,
and lots of flavors made this new kid
on the block very popular over the hot
months. Other big winners included
FMB’s: Mike’s Hard and Harder
Lemonade, Twisted Tea and Smirnoff
Ice were all up double digits.
As we get into fall it’s the perfect
time to look at your assortment and
make some changes to your line-up.

“It’s the perfect time to look at
your assortment and make some
changes to your line-up.”
Pumpkin and Octoberfest beers will drive sales and maximize profits. And we all
know IPA’s are still a hot choice, but don’t forget that lagers are still the best
selling style of beer. Corona, Dos Equis and Heineken are always crowd-pleasers
in this category.
Finally, we very excited to start year two of our alliance with Coors Light and
the University of Arizona. I think you will see more consumer programming and
chances to win great prizes like the opportunity to be on the sidelines of a
Wildcat football game.
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With students coming back soon and summer winding down, it’s time to get
with your Route Manager and choose your winning line-up for the upcoming
football season.
As always thank you for your business,

Dennis Shields
President
Heady Times is published four times a year, courtesy
of Finley Distributing Co., LLC.

DeliveringTHE TASTE OF EXCELLENCE
Find Out More About Finley’s Employees
Mike Harrelson (a.k.a. “Shaggy”)
Driver

How long have you been with Finley Distributing? 14 years.
What area of Tucson do you service? The East side.
How do you provide the best customer service? I just try to be friendly
and energetic and do my best to keep the customers happy.
What are your favorite Finley brands to enjoy? Coors Banquet and
Dos Equis Lager.
What do you like to do when you’re not working? I like to mountain
bike, and I also do some cycling, and definitely hang out with the family.
Tell us a little about your family. I’ve been married to my lovely wife,
Melissa for 5 years and we have two beautiful daughters: Alessandra is
5 years old and Emelia is 22 months.

Chris Campanile

Off-Premise Sales – Route Manager
How long have you been with Finley Distributing? Since 2001.
What areas do you service (parts of town)? Central Tucson and a lot of
the University of Arizona area.
How do you provide the best customer service? I treat every account
as if it’s the most important account I have. I set a goal to help them
succeed in our competitive market, and I try and help them find a way to
stand out from other accounts. I do what is best for them, even if that
changes weekly.
What are your favorite Finley brands to enjoy? Oskar Blues, Tecate,
Ska and Miller High Life.
What do you like to do when you’re not working? My family and I try to
take trips to cooler climate areas. Fishing, camping, hiking.
Tell us a little about your family. My family consists of my two fantastic
children – Madison, my oldest, is smart, brave, creative and confident and
Jason, my youngest, is a teacher and student of kenpo karate, strong and
kind – and most important, my wife and best friend, Beth.
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CoverSTORY
Redd’s is Rockin’ Again
Hot New Flavors, Blueberry & Raspberry, Reignite Interest in This “Crisp Like
an Apple” MillerCoors Game Changer
In 2015 MillerCoors knocked it out of the park with
the debut of Redd’s Apple Ale. Nielsen proclaimed it a
“Breakthrough Innovation Winner” and it quickly became
the nation’s best-selling six-pack in many grocery and
convenience stores. The brewery couldn’t make it
fast enough.
Marketing Director Daniel Warhaftig riffs on Redd’s
renewed success and explains why it raises the ring at
your register by 14%.

“W

e set out to make something different for beer drinkers
who grew up with lots of flavor choices,” explains Warhaftig.
“The beer drinkers we are talking about are the men and
women who enjoy American light lagers. It had to be sessionable [5%
ABV or less], and not as sweet as an FMB [Flavored Malt Beverage]. We
worked really hard on the liquid. Nobody was doing apple in the beer
aisle. And we knew that apple is a favorite, even nostalgic, flavor
for consumers. Who didn’t drink apple juice as a kid?”
Perfecting the liquid really paid off. Redd’s is a golden ale (not a
cider) with a crisp apple flavor and clean, refreshing finish. The
flavor captured the attention of millennial American light lager
drinkers who are always looking for something new, usually with
a touch of sweetness, but not so sweet that they can’t enjoy
more than one. But Redd’s Apple Ale found fans among
non-beer drinkers as well. Warhaftig explains, “We took
a close look at who was drinking Redd’s and found
out that non-beer drinkers were big fans too… folks
who identify themselves as wine & spirits drinkers
and others who enjoy shandies, teas and FMBs.
Men and women drink Redd’s and it’s popular in
Hispanic and LGBT communities. The big takeaway here is that Redd’s appeals to everyone
at the party. And best of all, consumers buy
Redd’s in addition to – not instead of, their
usual light lager. Since Redd’s sells at above
premium pricing, the ring at the register goes up
by about 14%.”
But even “Breakthrough
Innovation Winners” like
Redd’s have to keep the
lineup fresh. The new
flavors, Redd’s Blueberry
Ale and Redd’s Raspberry
Ale, have sparked
consumer interest in
original Redd’s Apple Ale
and driving trial across the
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entire portfolio. “The new flavors have
absolutely reignited interest in Redd’s,”
says Warhaftg. “Blueberry is a hot flavor
now and the feedback we get on the taste
of the Raspberry has been tremendous.
Consumers love it. The new flavors are
doing very well, but original Redd’s Apple
remains the best-selling flavor.”
There is no doubt that the introduction
of new flavors improves sales. But even
the sales professionals at MillerCoors
were surprised by the huge lift in
sales when all three flavors of Redd’s
(in any package configuration) are
grouped together. “We know that Redd’s
six-packs displayed together rev up sales
by 19%.” That is an amazing statistic.
Warhaftig commented, “It proves that shelf
sets matter and have a dramatic effect
on sales.”
MillerCoors has breathed new life into
Redd’s. But the company isn’t banking on
new flavors alone to win back customers.
This fall, Redd’s returns to TV with “wicked”
funny commercials on TBS, FX, NBC and
other networks. These commercials and
corresponding social media campaigns
reach 84% of men ages 21 to 34. All the
advertising connects with millennial men
where they are spending their time digitally.
Sounds like Redd’s is going to hit it out of
the park again.

CoverSTORY

The power of the perfect facing. Sales velocity doubles
when two Redd’s flavors in 24 oz. single-serve cans are
sold together. By adding a third flavor to the facing,
sales increase by 54%.
How about a revenue raiser? Customers who buy
Redd’s Wicked in 24 oz. single-serve cans buy about 1.5
packages per trip. You can drive more sales by offering a
“2-for” price, where permitted by law.

Redd’s Apple Ale
Redd’s Apple Ale now comes in a new,
re-sealable aluminum pint bottle, a package
consumers really love.

Warhaftig on Redd’s Wicked
(ABV 8%)
With “just the right amount of wrong” to
jump start the night for a killer good time,
Redd’s Wicked, available in Apple, Mango,
Black Cherry and Blood Orange (the fall
seasonal available September 1st), gives
flavor-seeking millennials the ‘beer + fruit’
choice they are looking for. And Redd’s
Wicked makes double the margin of Bud
Light Lime-a-Ritas in half the space.

Redd’s Blueberry and
Raspberry Ales
Hot, new flavors Blueberry
and Raspberry are permanent
additions to the Redd’s family.

Redd’s Black Cherry Ale
Fall’s “Limited Pick” is Redd’s Black Cherry.
Redd’s offers millennials the variety they
crave without subjecting you to SKUmageddon.
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BrewerHIGHLIGHT
Dogfish Head Founder Sam Calagione & His Brewery’s
One-two Punch Approach to Brewing
By definition, a one-two punch is an especially
forceful or effective combination of things. It’s
a boxing metaphor. But damn, it really applies
to Sam and his brewery.

W

HILE MANY CRAFT BREWERIES LOSE THEIR CREATIVE
edge, Dogfish Head (DFH) leads with a left jab followed
by a right cross that always lands their beers squarely
on the mark. “It’s about being a creative brewery first [jab] and a
commercial brewery second [cross],” Calagione says when asked
why after 22 years in the business Dogfish Head remains an
influential, ground-breaking brewery. Then in rapid fire succession
he continues. “It’s passion first [jab] and profit second [cross],
then hiring people who get that.”
This spring, Calagione was named a James Beard award winner,
an honor which recognizes individuals whose innovative work
pushes the culinary envelope, effectively changing the food &
beverage landscape.
Perhaps not so coincidentally, on the very day Heady Times
asked this brewer-distiller-restaurateur to list 10 things we
might not know about him and his brewery, the newspaper USA
Today published an article about DFH SeaQuench Ale – because
it’s innovative.

Here are 10 things Sam Calagione wants you to
know about him and his brewery.
1. D
 FH SeaQuench Ale, a delicious lime and sea salt-infused
beer with an ABV of 4.9%, is a hybrid of three German beer styles
– kölsch, Berliner weiss and gose. It is the only beer that can
legitimately claim to be hydrating like a sports drink, a fact verified
by the folks at Sports Science Insights, the National Aquarium and
chemists like Matt Hartly, who teaches at American University.
2. SeaQuench Ale is Men’s Health magazine editor’s choice for the
best-tasting, low calorie beer. The lime and salt make it a great
companion to Mexican food.
3. T he continuous hopping of DFH 60/90/120 Minute IPAs is an
adaptation of a soup-making technique. All of Sam’s beers are
culinary inspired. That’s why DFH beers are extra good with food.
4. L ots of his beers are “firsts”: Aprihop, the first fruited IPA; Festina
Pêche, the first nationally distributed fruited sour and Raison d’Etre,
the first time he was “vilified” for putting ingredients like raisins and
maple syrup into a Belgian-style ale.
5. F
 or Sam and company, original music and original beer go hand-inhand, so when he opened his brewpub/restaurant in Rehoboth, DE,
he only hired bands that played their own songs.
6. H
 is most recent musically-inspired beer series is called
Alternate Takes.
4
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7. T he only pumpkin beer older than
DFH Punkin (still brewed according
to the recipe that Sam created as a
homebrewer back in 1993) is Buffalo
Bill’s. While many pumpkin beers are
falling off the radar screen, Punkin Ale is
still on a tear.
8. S
 am never really retires any beers.
“They are all our children. We don’t kill
them, but we may send them away to
military school for a while.” Look for
61 Minute, Indian Brown Ale and 90
Minute in a mixed winter pack called
IPAs for the Holidays.
9. F
 lesh & Blood and SeaQuench are the
fastest growing brands in DFH’s history.
10. S
 am just spent millions to renovate their
original place, the brewpub in Rehoboth.
More money was spent on their new
stage than on their first brewing system!

Off-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Garrett’s IGA Supermarket

G

ARRETT’S IGA SUPERMARKET, RIO RICO’S PREMIER GROCERY
store, has been serving customers in the Rio Rico, Tubac, and
Nogales area since 1986. Owned by father and son duo, Ray
and Michael Garrett, Garrett’s Supermarket boasts the highest quality
foods, the friendliest staff, and the best beer selection for miles. As the
only major grocery store in town, Ray and Michael have carved out a
comfortable set-up for Garrett’s in the Rio Rico landscape.
Heady Times (HT): Are you and Michael Rio Rico natives?
Ray Garrett (RG): No we’re originally from Oregon, but we’ve been down
here for 31 years. I got transferred to Phoenix when I worked for a chain
store and then, 31 years ago, I bought this store.
HT: Why did you decide to set up shop in Rio Rico?
RG: It’s probably about a twelve minute drive to Nogales and twenty-five
minutes to Green Valley to get to the next nearest grocery store. I saw a
tremendous opportunity down here and I thought it was a great place to
live and raise a family. I love the area.
HT: Being in the grocery business for so long, I imagine you’ve
seen a lot of changes in the industry over the last 31 years.
RG: Yes, it has changed quite a bit. We’ve had ups and downs with the
economy, like everyone. Basically, competition gets tougher and tougher
all the time because people have cars and they can drive anywhere –
we’re not on burros. So you have to be competitive. But we’ve managed
to hang in there for 31 years and things are going really well. We own
the shopping center and we have long-term plans to expand.
HT: What do you think has contributed to your success all
these years?
RG: We stress the importance of customer service to all new hires. In
the training process, they’ll make mistakes, and the only thing we don’t
forgive is rudeness to customers. We just won’t tolerate it more than
once. As a store, what we emphasize is quality, produce, and meat. We
only use USDA Choice beef, and that’s what people remember long after
they’ve left the store. Everything they’ve paid for is what it looks like on
the table. High quality food and customer service are our two big things.
HT: A good chunk of space in Garrett’s is taken up by your beer
section. What beers do your customers tend to lean towards?
RG: Well, we sell quite a bit of craft beer, but the major movers obviously
are some of the bigger name brands like Tecate and Miller Lite. People

will come in just to buy beer because they
know we have a good selection. And if we
don’t have something that somebody is
looking for, we’ll try to get it in for them.
HT: Garrett’s Supermarket is involved
in a lot of community outreach. How
do you serve this community that has
sustained you for the past 31 years?
RG: We are very involved in the community.
We get involved with a lot of school
activities. We sponsor a lot of carne asadas
and dinners for the teachers. The list goes
on and on. Every week we’re sponsoring
something – which is our responsibility, I
think, because we live here.

Hours of Operation: Open every day, 6am-12am
Garrettsiga.com • 1060 Yavapai Dr. #10, Rio Rico, AZ • (520) 281-8151
www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.23
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On-PremiseSPOTLIGHT
Chuy’s Mesquite Broiler

C

HRIS EVENSON HAS BEEN HELPING CHUY’S MESQUITE BROILER
bring Tex-Mex to the people of Tucson, Arizona for nearly three
decades. With five locations scattered around town and two in the
works, Chris runs his restaurants with one motto in mind: “We don’t take
anything seriously, except our food.” He explains the restaurant’s maxim,
saying, “We like to keep a casual and relaxed atmosphere. We pride
ourselves on good food and good service at a good price. I like to keep
things simple and fresh.”
Heady Times (HT): How long have you been running Chuy’s?
Chris Evenson (CE): Oh, gosh, we started back in – I want to say we
opened our first store in 1989 or 1988, so ever since then. My family was
always in the restaurant business, and that’s originally how I got into it.
HT: Why Tex-Mex?
CE: We wanted something totally different. We wanted something other
than your standard run-of-the-mill restaurants you see around town. You
don’t see a lot of Tex-Mex in Tucson and it’s nice to have an alternative
to a typical Mexican restaurant. It’s a little bit different, it’s not just
Mexican food. It’s fresh, mesquite-broiled food.
HT: How do you keep your customers happy in the midst of
Tucson’s booming restaurant industry?
CE: We really try to focus on customer service and good food quality
at a fair price. Believe it or not, we try to stay below the market price.
So we provide good customer service at a good value. You don’t see a
lot of that these days. It’s going away, it really is. It’s drifting away from
this industry. But at Chuy’s you can get a good deal on great food with
amazing service. With a lot of other places though, restaurants seem to
focus less on the service aspect of the business.
HT: Do you get a lot of regulars coming in?
CE: Yes and no. The good thing is that we see a variety of people coming
through the doors. You see people in shirts and ties coming in for lunch,
but then also people in flip flops and shorts. You get your blue collar
electrician…you name it. That’s the good part, you see a pretty good
variety. But yes, we do have a lot of regulars, and we’re blessed for it,
that’s for sure.

HT: What sort of beer selection do you
like to keep on hand?
CE: We keep ourselves on stocked up with
some of the more common beer, but we
also try to keep at least one IPA on hand
so that if a customer asks, we can offer it.
That way we’re not telling the customer no
if they’re looking for something different. We
have a little bit for everybody. In this industry
you’re either a craft type bar or you’re not.
It’s really tough to be both. But if you get a
good, solid IPA, you’re pretty well off.

Hours vary by location.
Chuy’s has several locations in southern Arizona, with more scheduled to open over the next few months.
6
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NewPRODUCTS
Blue Moon
Mango Wheat
This fall, Blue Moon has a new,
year‑round tropical release –
Mango Wheat Brewer’s Select!
This refreshing, mildly sweet
ale has a ripe mango flavor
balanced with a biscuity malt
sweetness and hints of honey.
ABV: 5.4% Package: Bottles
only Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in September

Fat Tire Belgian White Ale
As an American craft beer
icon, Fat Tire is introducing its
first ever line extension in its
25-year history. Presenting:
Fat Tire Belgian White Ale, a
refreshing, unfiltered wheat
ale spiced with coriander and
fresh orange peel. This beer is
perfectly positioned to capture
younger and more affluent beer
drinkers; a group of drinkers
who are looking for a more
premium yet still approachable
Belgian White. ABV: 5.2%
Packages: Bottles and draft
Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in August

Shiner Golden Ale
In 1909, the Shiner Brewing Association drilled a
well on the land where the Spoetzl Brewery now
sits. Fifty-five feet down, they hit the mother lode
– cool, clear, limestone-filtered water that they
still use today. Dry hopped with Mosaic hops,
Shiner’s Golden Ale has a unique tropical aroma
and a flavor that’s balanced by the sweetness
from the malt. It’s a delightful, easy-drinking
brew with a crisp, clean finish. Some might
say it’s good as … well, you know. ABV: 4.6%
Package: Bottles only Availability: August

Thunder Canyon Deep Canyon
Amber and Sky Island IPA Cans
Coming this fall, the crowd pleasing Thunder
Canyon Deep Canyon Amber ale and Sky
Island west coast-style IPA will be available
in 16 oz. cans! Availability: Year‑round,
beginning in September

Thunder Canyon
Barrel Sours
Thunder Canyon Sour Series beers are
soured with a mixed culture of Saccharomyces,
Brettanomyces, Lactobacillus and Pediococcus in oak
barrels with fruit. They have a bright citrus sourness
and mild barnyard funk profile. They will be available
in 375 ml cork finished bottles in early fall. ABV: TBD
Package: Bottles only Availability: September

Lagunitas 12th of Never
Ale 19.2 oz. Cans
The ‘12th of Never Ale’ is everything
Lagunitas has learned about making hopforward beer expressed in a moderate voice.
Pale, cold, slightly alcoholic and bitter. It’s
all they know. ABV: 5.5% Availability: Now,
year‑round

Not Your Father’s Mountain Ale
This bold, fruit styled brew has light carbonation, multi-citrus notes, and a
fresh, crisp ﬁnish. Refreshing and reminiscent of a clear alpine day. ABV: 5.0%
Packages: Bottles and Cans Availability: Year‑round beginning in August

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.23
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
When Demand Exceeds Supply
Many of our craft seasonal and specialty releases are
available in limited or extremely limited quantities.
Breweries only produce a certain amount of their specialty
beers and Finley does all they can to get as much product
as possible. In addition, this publication is compiled
months prior to the decision made by the brewery to
allocate their products to the wholesaler. Variations in
production for some of these limited release offerings will
fluctuate, resulting in lower quantities than anticipated.
Please feel free to discuss seasonal selections with your
Route Manager. If an item is out of stock, they will be
able to offer similar suggestions.

Blue Moon
Harvest Pumpkin Ale
Harvest Pumpkin Ale returns with
the autumn flavors we’ve all
grown to love. It’s crafted
with real pumpkin and
harvest spices including
cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves
and allspice for a taste
all will enjoy. ABV: 5.7%
Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: August

Blue Moon Share Pack
The new Blue Moon
Share Pack includes
three approachable,
wheat beers: Blue
Moon Belgian White,
Mango Wheat and
Pacific Apricot Wheat.
Availability: September

Samuel Adams OctoberFest
In 1810, the Oktoberfest tradition was born when
Munich celebrated the Crown Prince’s wedding
with a special beer and 16-day party. Sam Adams’
take on the style blends hearty malts for a deep,
smooth flavor with notes of caramel – perfect for the
season, or whatever you’re celebrating. ABV: 5.3%
Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft Availability: Now!

Samuel Adams
Beers of Fall Variety Pack
Sam Adams fall variety includes:
Boston Lager, Octoberfest
and exclusive to this mix pack,
20 Pounds of Pumpkin,
Black Lager, Maple Red and
new Honey Rye Pale Ale.
Availability: August

Angry Orchard Cinnful Apple
Cinnful Apple is sweet with a slight heat. The juicy
apple notes are complemented by cinnamon
spice for a cider that is refreshing and smooth,
yet warming. It’s the perfect choice for the
holiday drinking occasions ahead. ABV: 5.0%
Package: Bottles only Availability: August

Angry Orchard
Autumn Sampler
Angry Orchard’s fall variety
includes: Crisp Apple, Easy
Apple, Green Apple, Stone
Dry, Cinnful and Hopped Apple.
Availability: August

8
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Redd’s
Limited Pick Black Cherry Ale
Redd’s “Limited Pick” flavor for the fall is Black
Cherry. This copper-colored ale has a moderate
overall flavor of sweet cherry with woody tones,
balanced with the signature Redd’s apple
flavor. ABV: 5.0% Packages: Bottles and Cans
Availability: September

Redd’s
Wicked Blood Orange
Redd’s Wicked Blood Orange brings a unique
flavor profile – orange with a kick. Blood
oranges taste similar to regular oranges,
but slightly more bitter and less acidic.
Wicked Blood Orange includes a slight hint
of bitters, making it the perfect drink to
transition into fall. ABV: 8.0% Package: Cans only
Availability: September

VooDoo Ranger
Atomic Pumpkin
This new fall seasonal from the brewers
at New Belgium is a pumpkin ale
featuring cinnamon and habanero chili
peppers for just the right amount of heat.
ABV: 6.4% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: August

SeasonalSELECTIONS
Guinness 200th Anniversary Stout
This fall marks The 200th Anniversary of
the first Guinness Export from Ireland to
the US. To celebrate these 200 years of
rich history, the brewers at Guinness
have created a commemorative
Limited Edition Export Stout based
upon the Guinness brewing records
of 1817. Ruby red with a frothy
head, this beer smells of toffee
caramel with slight chocolate notes. It is
complex but smooth and mellow with a sweet,
chocolate flavor. ABV: 6.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: September

Smirnoff Ice Variety Pack
Football Edition
Score big with this footballthemed 12-pack fall variety
including four favorite Smirnoff
Ice flavors: Original, Strawberry,
Grape and Raspberry.
Availability: September

Firestone Walker
Leo v. Ursus: Inferos
Leo v. Ursus is a chronology of beers that
shift stylistically with each limited quarterly
release. These are bold creations, often
hoppy and intense, but always with a native
sense of balance. The next installment in
the series, Inferos, will be available this
fall! ABV: 8.2% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: September

Firestone Walker Luponic
Distortion Revolution No. 007
Luponic Distortion is an ever-evolving
mix of experimental hops, designed to
deliver mind-blowing flavors that break the
rules with each new release. The unique
revolution number on the label tells you
which release you have in hand. The next
beer in this series, 007, will be available
this fall! Crack fresh and enjoy the show.
ABV: 5.9% Packages: Bottles, Cans and Draft
Availability: Late August

Mike’s Hard
Pink Grapefruit Lemonade
Mike’s Hard Lemonade’s new seasonal Pink
Grapefruit features a classic mix of pink grapefruit
and lemonade. The taste is refreshing, juicy and
full of flavor. The freshly squeezed taste of juicy
grapefruit comes through, followed by hints of
lemon notes, for a nice clean
finish with just the right
balance of tartness and
sweetness. ABV: 5.0%
Package: Bottles only
Availability: September

Mike’s Harder
Passion Orange Guava
Harder Passion Orange Guava features a
tropical mix of guava, passion fruit and
orange juice. Fresh guava comes through
initially, followed by the passion fruit, with
hints of orange and tropical notes, with just
the right amount of tanginess. ABV: 8.0%
Package: Cans only Availability: October

Lagunitas
Little Sumpin’ Extra! Ale
The big sister of the Little Sumpin’ Sumpin’
Ale. Lots of wheat for a curious malt
complexity and leaving it light in color,
but huge in flavor and satisfaction.
ABV: 8.7% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: Now!

Lagunitas
Wilco Tango Foxtrot (WTF)
Rich, smooth, dangerous, and chocolaty. It’s
a big ol’ hoppy Imperial Brown Ale to help
you with your slippery side on into the heat
of the night. ABV: 8.0% Packages: Bottles
and Draft Availability: August

www.finleybeer.com HeadyTimes v.23
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Ballast Point Pumpkin Down

Paulaner Oktoberfest Märzen

A pumpkin ale that bucks the trend. The
caramel and toffee maltiness of Ballast Point’s
Piper Down Scottish ale is the perfect backdrop
for a boatload of roasted pumpkin. Just before
bottling they add a subtle amount of spice to
complement, but not overwhelm, the earthy
flavor. ABV: 5.8% Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: August

This authentic Oktoberfest is full-bodied with a
rich malt flavor and dark toffee notes, revealed
by an underlying fruitiness and masterful hop
balance. It will instantly turn your four walls into
an Oktoberfest tent! ABV: 5.8% Package: Bottles
only Availability: August

Ballast Point
Dead Ringer Oktoberfest Lager
Dead Ringer Oktoberfest Lager is inspired by oldstyle Märzen brews customarily enjoyed during
Bavaria’s world-famous beer festival. Thanks to
an abundance of toasted malt and a lower hop
bitterness, this dark reddish brown lager is loaded
with sweet, caramel toffee flavors and aromas.
All the taste and celebration of Oktoberfest
packed into one bottle; no lederhosen required.
ABV: 6.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: September

Ballast Point Mocha Marlin
Ballast Point’s Black Marlin Porter is the perfect
beer for a mocha mashup. The addition of
coffee and cocoa plays perfectly off the roasty,
chocolaty flavors of this English porter, while
a hint of vanilla smooths it all out. It’s fullbodied, but not too sweet; try it for breakfast…
or dessert. ABV: 6.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: August

Paulaner
Oktoberfest Wiesn
Brewed only once a year in anticipation of
the big festival, Paulaner Oktoberfest Wiesn
is the pinnacle of German brewing. Deep
golden in color, this full-bodied seasonal
is wonderfully mellow with a balanced,
harmonious taste and a pleasant aroma of
hops. ABV: 6.0% Package: Bottles only
Availability: August

Alaskan Mocha Milk Stout
Inspired by the coffee culture of the Pacific
Northwest, this sweet stout has an added
chocolaty creaminess. This is a very dark
brown, opaque sweet stout with a creamy
tan head. The flavor and aroma of this
beer are very similar: dark roasted grains,
coffee, chocolate and vanilla notes.
Medium to high sweetness balances out
the roasted character and hop bitterness
and lasts into the finish. It has a moderately
full body with a full, sweet finish.
ABV: 7.0% Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: August

SanTan
Oktoberfest Lager

Alaskan
Heritage Coffee Brown

A German-style lager that celebrates
tradition with a toasty, strong,
caramel malt profile offering a clean,
crisp lager flavor made for autumn
enjoyment. ABV: 5.5%
Packages: Cans and
Draft Availability: August

This rich brown ale has a big cocoa aroma
with light earthy roasted and gourmet coffee
notes. The flavor has a light sweetness,
with fruity hazelnut and medium coffee
flavors. There is a deep coffee base,
without an overwhelming coffee flavor
that allows the brown ale and a hint of
Cascade and Calypso hops to
shine through. ABV: 7.0%
Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: August
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Dogfish Head Punkin Ale
A full-bodied brown ale with smooth hints of
pumpkin, brown sugar and spice. Brewed with
REAL pumpkin, brown sugar, allspice, nutmeg and
cinnamon, Punkin Ale claimed first prize in the
1994 Punkin Chunkin Recipe
Contest and has been
brewed every year
since its official debut
in 1995. ABV: 7.0%
Packages: Bottles
and Draft
Availability: August

Dogfish Head
120 Minute IPA
Brewed to a colossal 45-degree plato,
boiled for a full 2 hours while being
continuously hopped with high-alpha
American hops, then dry-hopped,
aged for another month on a bed
of dry-hops before packaging, 120
Minute IPA is by far the biggest IPA
ever brewed – which is why they call
it THE HOLY GRAIL for hopheads! Aging this beer brings
forward sherry and marmalade-esque notes. It has
been built to last on a journey from the UK to India to
the moon to Milton Delaware to your wine/beer cellar.
ABV: 15.0-20.0% Package: Limited Bottles only
Availability: September

Dogfish Head Oak-Aged
Vanilla World Wide Stout
Rare and often rumored about in the
darkest corners of the beer community,
World Wide Stout is dark, rich, roasty and
complex, lingering somewhere beyond
the limits of the average beer … and
now it’s aged on
oak with vanilla!
With tender
love and care
the brewers at
Dogfish Head
foster this beer from smooth,
sweet wort into the big, bad,
blackened stout it always
longed to be. ABV: 16.017.5% Packages: Limited
Bottles and Draft
Availability: October

Thunder Canyon Oktoberfest
A traditional Bavarian-style Märzen
lager with a deep copper color
and a mildly hoppy, toasted
malt flavor. Usher in the fall as
revelers have done for centuries,
with a traditional Oktoberfest.
ABV: 5.0% Package: Draft only
Availability: September

Shiner Oktoberfest
This festive, Märzen-style ale uses traditional
German malts for a rich flavor and a
dry, moderately hoppy finish. Made for
stein raising, polka dancing and pretzel
scarfing. ABV: 5.7% Package: Bottles only
Availability: Now!

Abita Pecan Ale
This toasty fall beer is brewed with real
Louisiana Pecans for a subtle nutty flavor
and aroma. Pale, Munich and biscuit malts
as well as Willamette hops are used
to make this brew something to geaux
nuts for! ABV: 5.2% Packages: Bottles
and Limited Draft
Availability: August

Grand Canyon
Pumpkin Springs Porter
Brewed with the essence of pumpkin pie, this
fan favorite porter captures all of the delicious
and spicy flavors of fall. Pumpkin Springs
Porter is a harvest inspired ale brewed with
pumpkin, squash, sweet potatoes, fresh
ginger, and a secret blend of fall spices.
Medium bodied with a warming finish, it
drinks smooth with an explosion of complex
flavors. ABV: 8.0% Packages: Bottles and
Draft Availability: September
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SeasonalSELECTIONS
Bell’s Best Brown Ale
Bell’s Best Brown™ Ale is a
smooth, toasty fall seasonal
beer that offers hints of cocoa
and caramel. With the help
of American hops, the malt
body has the depth to stand
up to cooler weather without
being heavy. A perfect
pairing for the changing of
the seasons. ABV: 5.8%
Packages: Bottles and Draft
Availability: August

Green Flash Treasure Chest
Green Flash co-founder and breast cancer
survivor, Lisa Hinkley began the Treasure
Chest program in 2011 to support breast
cancer charities in her hometown. Today,
the brewery is committed to brewing it
forward from coast to coast as Treasure
Chest makes its annual return. This
bright and tropical IPA features Summit,
Warrior, Citra, Cascade and Simcoe hops,
and is infused with passion fruit tea.
ABV: 6.5% Package: Limited Draft only
Availability: September

Left Hand
Oktoberfest Märzen Lager

Anderson Valley
Blood Orange Gose

Toasty malt flavors
dominate up front
and Noble hops
lead to a spicy
and superbly clean
lager finish. This
is no festivus for
the restuvus – on
the contrary –
Left Hand starts
brewing in the
spring and it takes
a full two months
to reach lagered
perfection. Biscuity, malty goodness dominates up front
while the noble pedigree hops lend a properly spicy, dry
finish. Auf geht’s! ABV: 6.6% Packages: Bottles and
Limited Draft Availability: September

This tart, refreshing wheat
ale is kettle-soured with
lactobacillus and brewed with
sea salt and coriander. However,
unlike traditional versions of the
style, this features liberal additions of blood oranges
during fermentation. This imparts tangy citrus notes
that complement the champagne-like flavors,
creating a complex and sessionable ale perfect for
any occasion. ABV: 4.2% Packages: Cans and Draft
Availability: September

Ska Euphoria Pale Ale
This seasonal beer is brewed in the DIY spirit along
with friends from Venture Snowboards. A big backbone
of malt – with plenty of caramel sweetness and just
a touch of chocolate and toast – provides enough
alcohol to stay warm through winter months. But it’s
the epic grapefruit hop aroma and flavor, provided
by a huge dry hop
addition at the end of
fermentation, that really
makes this seasonal
beer shine. ABV: 6.2%
Packages: Cans
and Limited Draft
Availability: October
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Oskar Blues
Hotbox Coffee Porter
This porter is based on malt flavors of roasted nuts,
crème brulee, cocoa and caramel, extracted from
English and German roasted and caramel malts. Hotbox
Roasters then crashes the party and infuses potent,
cold-extracted coffee from Burundi and Ethiopian
beans and deals out flavors and aromas
of dark plums, chocolate and hints of
blueberry. ABV: 6.4%
Packages: Cans
and Draft
Availability: August

Available Year-Round PERFECT FOR THE SEASON
Alaskan Amber

Papago Orange Blossom

The name of this beer style comes from the German
word “alt” meaning “old”. This refers to the aging
that alts undergo since they
ferment more slowly and at
colder temperatures than
most ales. Slow fermentation
helps condition the flavors in
Alaskan Amber, contributing
to its overall balance and
smoothness. ABV: 5.3%
Packages: Bottles and Draft

An Arizona icon since 2005! This light wheat ale starts
out with hints of bright citrus and ends with a creamy
vanilla finish. Serve tall with a fresh orange slice, Orange
Blossom is the perfect relief from the Arizona heat.
ABV: 5.0% Packages: Cans and Draft

SanTan Devil’s Ale
An American Pale Ale that offers a sinfully crisp
taste. Cascade, Centennial and Simcoe hops provide
fiendishly aromatic pine and citrus flavors. Devil’s
Ale pairs wonderfully
with salmon and pork
(BACON!!) and goes
best with sharp cheeses
such as Cheddar and
Colby. ABV: 5.5%
Packages: Cans
and Draft

Big Sky Moose Drool
This American brown ale is brewed
with four different malts and
hop additions consisting of East
Kent, Goldings, Willamette
and Liberty. This is the best
American brown ale in the
world. Light on the palate. Rich
mahogany color. Subtle coffee
and cocoa notes balanced with
a pleasant bitterness. ABV: 5.1%
Packages: Bottles and Draft

Angry Orchard Crisp Apple
Angry Orchard Crisp Apple has a bright, crisp apple
flavor, just like biting into a fresh apple. It is a perfect
balance of sweetness and bright acidity from
culinary apples and dryness of traditional
cider making
apples, resulting
in a complex, yet
refreshing, hard
cider. ABV: 5.0%
Packages: Bottles,
Cans and Draft

Upslope Brown Ale
This medium-bodied Brown Ale is brewed in the English tradition, with an
infusion of American creativity. The rich, malty backbone balances an assertive
hop character, and ends with a smooth, dry finish. Upslope Brewing’s Brown
Ale boasts a dark brown body that supports a creamy tan head. ABV: 6.7%
Packages: Cans and Draft
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Programs

Experience
Coors Light XP
As of August 1, 2017, the Coors
Light XP app is available to download,
allowing consumers to earn their way
toward unique experiences (like VIP
treatment at a Wildcat football game)
and more – hence, the name XP. The
launch will have national advertising
and retail support, plus local prizing.
From TV to specially marked 12-pack
cans and bottles, Coors Light XP kicks
off during the college football time
frame to further grab consumers’
attention. On-premise, consumers will
be able to activate geolocation and
play a custom trivia game to earn XP
(which also means Experience Points)
as they enjoy Coors Light on game
day. At home or at the bar, consumers
are able to have a more rewarding
experience with Coors Light.
As an easy 1-2-3, here’s the
breakdown of the mechanics after the
initial download of Coors Light XP:
1. BUY specially marked packs of
Coors Light bottles or cans.
2. COLLECT XP (via in-pack codes)
and redeem for unique rewards.
3. LEVEL UP in the app for access to
exclusive experiences.
Be on the lookout for Coors Light XP,
download it for yourself and experience
a more refreshing “rewards” program
filled with a mountain of exclusives.
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Coors Light
The Official
Corporate Sponsor of
Arizona Athletics
Finley Distributing and MillerCoors
are proud to continue our alliance
with University of Arizona Athletics.
Coors Light will be the lead brand in
this partnership, with Arizona-themed
point of sale, increased local media
support and programming designed
to engage consumers. Arizona
Football will kick off with the school
season before the alliance shifts to
Arizona Basketball programming. Talk
to your Route Manager about crosspromotional opportunities in your
account today. Bear Down!

Add Some Color
to the Cooler with
Redd’s
In the fall months, friends
and family come together to
celebrate Halloween and holiday
occasions. Party hosts have the
pressure of providing the right
mix of drinks to fulfill the needs
and wants of their guests. The
Redd’s portfolio is the perfect
solution. The flavor profile of
the Redd’s lineup appeals to
both men and women with the
approachable, yet unexpected
combination of beer and the
crisp taste of fruit. This fall, help
your customers bring together
the perfect seasonal party
with Redd’s!

Redd’s Wicked is the perfect brand
to fight at retail because it’s a highalcohol, flavored malt beverage that
is ‘just the right amount of wrong’ to
start your Halloween night. The Redd’s
Wicked drinker wants to set the tone
of the pre-party to one that starts
off the night with a killer good time.
Wicked will help consumers ramp
up without the pitfalls of a mystery
mixed drink and set themselves up for
success, to last long into the night.
High ABV FMBs have been growing
faster than any other segment in
convenience and faster than almost
every segment in general. Redd’s
Wicked makes double the margin with
half the space of the Rita’s.

Programs
Miller Lite Football
Miller Lite knows that true fans
always support their teams no matter
what. As the beer of fans, they’re
giving fans what they want:
•A
 ccess to their team’s gear
through the Buy Beer, Get Gear
promotion
•A
 lliance and football thematic
packaging to excite consumers
and help them show love for their
team
•G
 ame-watching experiences at
bars through unique team-centric
POS, game-day bundles for
consumers, and fun, millennialfocused activations during breaks
in the game

Cheers to 150 Years
of Leinie’s Beers
In 2017, the Leinenkugel
brewery will be celebrating
its 150th Anniversary, and to
celebrate, they’re throwing a
huge celebration in August in
Chippewa Falls, WI – and asking
teams around the country to host
150th events in bars, restaurants
and shopping outlets to bring
the celebration to everyone!
Consumers crave authenticity;
with 150 years of family brewing,
tools and activation ideas like
150-cent discounts and beers
and 150-minute specials help
bring these years to life now.

Miller Lite will celebrate true fans
and reward them for their continued
support because everyone knows
being a true fan isn’t easy.

Dos Equis Celebrates
Fans Who Choose
Game Day Over
Everything
This September, Dos Equis is returning
as the official beer sponsor of the
College Football Playoff and celebrating
the fans who choose Game Day
Over Everything. These passionate
fans will be given a chance to win
a VIP experience at the national
championship game in Atlanta and
other amazing prizes. All season long,
Dos Equis will keep consumers engaged
with on and off-premise POS and a
national TV spot. With ongoing program
support, consumer excitement and the
passion surrounding college football,
Dos Equis is ensuring you finish the
season strong with even more sales.

’Stone Season is Open
Keystone Light is back with its much-anticipated
’Stone hunting program, where consumers seek
out seeded orange cans for the chance to
score bragging rights among their fellow
’Stone hunters. Fans who find orange
’Stones can proudly display their trophies
on mount cutouts found inside all Keystone
Light packs. Plus, they’ll have the chance
to win smooth prizes, like a Kawasaki ATV!
Look for the hype surrounding this
year’s ’Stone season on Keystone
Light’s social with #stonehunt.

Tecate Boxing
The stakes are high and there is no
doubt it will be a bout for the ages.
But when you’re Tecate, the beer
that is born bold, raising the stakes is
what you do best. So who will it be?
Champion or Challenger? The kid or
the up and comer? Red or Blue? It’s
time for you to Claim Your Corner.
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Programs

Vive El Football
Spice Up Your Game
Day with Modelo
Corona
Boxing Legends
Corona Extra offers a
one-two punch with
limited-edition 18-packs
that include 6 new
bottles featuring Corona Boxing
Legends and Champions AND a
consumer sweepstakes to win the
ultimate weekend in Vegas with
boxing legends Thomas Heams and
Roberto Duran. The program includes
a brand-new Spanish TV spot,
bilingual POS and integrated social
media and PR campaign support.

Corona Scores Big
with Coach Gruden
Coach Gruden returns to the field
in 2017 to help football fans
everywhere make the expert call on
gameday – Corona, the Gameday
Changer. This year’s program
introduces The Gruden Hotline
supported by POS, TV, digital and
social. Consumers call the hotline for
interactive engagement with Coach
and a sweepstakes with a chance to
win a trip to Gruden’s QB camp.

Casa Modelo’s FIRST EVER National
Retail Promotion around Football will
give consumers a chance to WIN the
Ultimate Big Game Weekend and meet
Tony Gonzalez—the most decorated
tight end in NFL history. Increased
viewership and popularity of football
amongst Hispanics, paired with Casa
Modelo’s fighting spirit, carve out a
natural space for the brand during this
time period. Full 360-degree support
will also include a NEW TV spot that
will air during preseason and regular
season Sunday NFL games, along with
NEW paid social media support across
Instagram and Facebook.

Corona’s Host of Latin Music Sponsorships
For years, Corona Extra has successfully tapped into
Hispanic consumers’ passion for Latin music to help
accomplish multiple business objectives: win with
Hispanics, drive consumer engagement and continue
to reinforce Corona Extra’s leadership position
among Hispanics.
In 2017, Corona will once again bring the best of Latin
music to Hispanic consumers by sponsoring three of
today’s most captivating and award-winning Latin music
superstars: Pitbull, Enrique Iglesias and MANÁ.
The Enrique Iglesias-Pitbull duo is a natural partner for
Corona Extra, as Pitbull has included the brand as his beer
of choice on his hospitality rider for years and Iglesias
on multiple occasions has asked Constellation’s agency
partners to send him cases of Corona. Constellation
Brands also has done research affirming that partnering
with these artists will benefit the Corona Extra brand by
resonating with millennials from all Hispanic segments.
Corona will also continue to leverage its long-standing
relationship with MANÁ. While the band will not be on
tour in 2017, it will have its first ever residency show in
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Las Vegas at the MGM Grand. This allows Corona to bring
back Latin music’s biggest 2016 U.S. tour for an exclusive
two-day concert performance to celebrate Fiestas Patrias.
Additionally, Corona will also be the official sponsor of
Enrique Iglesias’ two Las Vegas Residency shows at
Caesars Palace, which is scheduled for the same dates as
MANÁ and should make for another fun-filled and festive
Fiestas Patrias celebration. It’s safe to say Corona will be
tough to miss on Mexican Independence Day.

Programs
Celebrate Día De Los Muertos (Day of the
Dead) with Casa Modelo and Corona
Casa Modelo
In 2017, Modelo is inviting more
consumers than ever to share in the
celebration of Día de los Muertos,
leading the way by embodying the
essence of the holiday through a
modern day lens.
Día de los Muertos is a traditional
holiday celebrated in the Mexican
culture on November 1st and 2nd,
honoring the lives of those who
have passed on. As the holiday
increases in popularity in the
U.S., Modelo is the brand that
authentically celebrates the occasion
with festivities that include food
and drinks and the use of typical
decorative elements such as candles,
skulls and marigolds.
For the third year, Modelo is
renewing its partnership with artist
Steve Simpson and leveraging its
authentic Mexican heritage to pay
tribute to an important aspect of the
Mexican culture like no other beer
can. Modelo’s authentic Día de los
Muertos creative will live across a
360-degree campaign including new
POS elements and merchandise.
This year’s theme is inspired by
the Oaxacan carnival-esque street
celebration known as comparsas.
Music, dancing and larger-than-

805: The Vibe

life calacas carry the vibrancy of
the holiday with them as they
parade through the streets in
remembrance of past friends and
family. The comparsa is not only
a shining example of the vibrancy
and celebratory nature of Día de
los Muertos, but also serves as an
authentic way for Modelo to share
the experience here in America
to help everyone live the holiday.
#CelebraLaVida

August 5th is 805 Day and “The
Vibe” is launching. “The Vibe”
is the landscape of the 805.
Point of sale created just for this
program showcases the lifestyle
of the people of the Central
Coast and adds layers to the
805 story, building this growing
brand phenomenon.

Corona
Inspired by the bright lights of Día de
los Muertos, coupled with Corona’s
positive vibes and social atmosphere,
this year Corona adds a neon vibrancy
to the day of the dead, illuminating
the holiday for a broader audience.
Leveraging the traditional elements
of the holiday, combined with the
modern, and the welcoming tone of
the brand, Corona Extra creates an
exciting celebration that all will want
to join.

Win A Kegerator
From Firestone
Walker

The holiday is increasingly being
celebrated in America by Hispanic and
multicultural communities due to its
festive nature and because it’s a more
authentic and intriguing alternative
to Halloween. In 2017, Corona
illuminates the holiday and invites
everyone to participate in celebrating
Día de los Muertos their own way.

Firestone Walker is giving away
branded kegerators in a text-towin contest! From now through
September, custom point of
sale will create value for your
customers by encouraging
them to text for their chance to
win a limited edition Firestone
Walker kegerator.
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Programs
Celebrate Stouts
Outside of St.
Patrick’s Day
1817 not only marked the first
Guinness export from Ireland
to the U.S., but it was also a
major milestone in stout brewing.
This was the first use of roasted
black malt, which gives Guinness
Stout its beautiful, dark color
and lovely roast character. This
fall, celebrate 200 years of
brewing history and introduce
your customers to a stout from
the brewers who put stouts on
the map.

Guinness
Halloween
This fall, Guinness
will help you become
a destination
for Halloween
celebrations with
thematic visibility,
sampling and
drink ideas.

New Belgium’s
Tempe Tour De Fat
Start planning for the Tempe Tour
de Fat on October 07, 2017. Expect
to experience the unexpected.
New Belgium is bringing the party
with Michael Franti & Spearhead
and the Tour de Fat ensemble cast
of performers. Ready your eyes
and ears for a mix of musicians,
circus performers, vaudeville acts,
magicians, comedians, and mindblowing provocateurs. Costumes are
highly encouraged (and a mindset
to party is mandatory). Tour de Fat
Tempe benefits Tempe Bicycle Action
Group, Bike Saviours, Mountain
Bike Association of Arizona, and
Central Arizona Mountain Bike
Patrol. Ask about retailer crosspromotional opportunities!

Refresh Your Game Day Lineup
with Smirnoff Ice
With new, limited edition football-themed,
six pack packaging and a chance for
consumers to win an ultimate watch party,
Smirnoff Ice will refresh consumer’s Game
Day celebrations. The national text-towin sweepstakes (September 1st through
November 30th) offers a chance for one grand
prize winner to receive a flat screen TV and
other game day essentials for an ultimate
watch party!
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Programs
Lost Lake Music &
Art Festival 2017

SanTan
Celebrates 10 Years

Superfly, the creative force behind
nationally beloved music festivals
like Bonnaroo, is joining forces with
cultural leaders in Arizona to bring
a unique festival experience to life
featuring a highly anticipated music
lineup alongside the best food, drink,
art and entertainment in the Phoenix
area – the Lost Lake Music & Arts
Festival, October 20-21…and Miller
Lite is An Official Beer Partner for the
event! On and off-premise consumer
programs are available.

SanTan Brewing Company
celebrates 10 years on Friday,
September 22nd! The party
continues with their 10th Annual
Oktoberfest celebration featuring
Roger Clyne + Reel Big Fish
on Saturday, September 30th
in Downtown Chandler. Get
your tickets to Oktoberfest at
santanoktoberfest.com.

PBR & Pizza
Got the late night munchies?
Celebrate National Pizza Month
with pizza and a PBR with
custom designed assets by LA
artist Deladesso. Off-premise,
PBR partners with Totino’s for an
Ibotta mobile offer all October
long. On-premise, unique POS is
available including tap handles,
oven mittens and more.

Oro Valley Music Festival
Finley Distributing is proud to be a sponsor
of the Oro Valley Music Festival, September
30th and October 1st at The Golf Club at
Vistoso. Enjoy a Miller Lite or Dos Equis
while listening to Lee Brice, Train and
other performers or check out the craft
bar with offerings from 805 and Dragoon
– all available at this 2-day local music
event. Finley Distributing will also offer
a retail program that gives consumers a
chance to win tickets. Get all the festival
details at OroValleyMusicFestival.com and
check with your Route Manager for crosspromotional opportunities.
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Paulaner to Send
Consumers to
Oktoberfest in Munich
The original and authentic beers of
Oktoberfest are sending consumers
to experience the one that started it
all – Munich Oktoberfest. Promoted
on point of sale and social media,
consumers will be invited to take
a mini online Oktoberfest trivia
quiz to enter to win – and they can
share the quiz on Facebook to get
another entry!

Dogfish Head Fall
Gathering Goodness
At the DFH brewery in Milton, DE, fall
means two things: harvest season
with local farmers and sharing a great
beer with friends! The Fall Gathering
Goodness display program pays
homage to the season by celebrating
beers with real, fresh ingredients
like pumpkin meat in Punkin Ale
and lemon flesh
in Flesh & Blood.
Encourage your
customers to grab
a beer and gather
with friends to
celebrate fall!

DALEgating 2017 with Oskar Blues
If you haven’t found your way to a car race with the
Oskar Blues crew there’s no reason to panic, but
to put it simply, you’ve been missing a widespread
good time. Drinkin’ fresh Austin, Texas-brewed
Oskar Blues beer in a parking lot out of a red,
white and blue can while watching high-powered
cars turn left – it just doesn’t get much better than
this. Dalegating is your ticket to the craft beer
tasting, car racing party of the fall. For one lucky
winner, and a very limited group of others, that
ticket will be put to use in Texas the first weekend
of November. Consumers will have the chance to
win this epic race weekend including an exclusive
look at Oskar Blues’ new Austin brewery and some
great Dalegating fun with the JR Motorsports race
team at Texas Motor Speedway!
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Dogfish Head OffCentered Ale Trail
You CAN take it with you! To celebrate
the launch of Dogfish Head cans,
the brewery teamed up with Atlas
Obscura, the definitive guide to the
world’s most curious places, to curate
a summer’s worth of off-centered
adventures: the Off-Centered Ale
Trail. Craft beer fans and adventurous
pathfinders can use these trails to
explore obscure, off-centered spots
(in 12 cities nationwide, plus a “Local
Ale-Trail” in southern Delaware near
the DFH brewery) inspired by 60
Minute IPA, Flesh & Blood IPA and
SeaQuench Ale. Whether you’re
headed across the country or around
the corner, grab some friends and
some Dogfish cans and hit the trail!
Not in the 12 cities? Fans can submit
their own stops through the Atlas
Obscura website to create their own
trail! For more details, check out
dogfish.com/aletrail.

The BeerGUY
Draught Quality
By Chuck Knoll
From time to
time we talk
about draught
quality and how
important it is to
selling beer. Get
a reputation for
doing things right
and customers will come calling.
Conversely, get a reputation for
having off flavor beer, and you may
see draught sales slow considerably.
Here are some ways to maximize
your draught quality from the
Brewers Association.
Temperature is key. While there is
no doubt that your cooler is set to
the right temperature, there are still
many things that can keep beer from
being served at an optimal 34-38
degrees. The most common is excess
opening and closing the door. Do you
store food items in your beer cooler?
Does the door open and close

ounces per second. If your system
is not doing this, then have it looked
at. Chances are it is a quick fix and
all of a sudden your beer is pouring
properly. The other key is proper line
cleaning. No more than two weeks
should go by between cleanings.
Also, make certain that whoever is
doing your line cleaning is doing it
properly. A recirculating pump is best
and it should run for at least 20
minutes. Make sure the faucets are
taken apart and cleaned; Couplers
should also be taken apart and
cleaned, but not necessarily every
two weeks. Give your faucets the
napkin test after they are cleaned…
if a napkin is stuck in the faucet
and comes out dirty, they were not
cleaned properly.
Proper glassware is also key…
clean, dry glassware is critical to
a customer’s enjoyment of a good
beer. Proper washing and drying is

tap handle at the base, never at the
top, and open the faucet quickly…
opening slowly promotes foaming.
As the glass fills, gradually bring it
upright and pour down the middle to
form a proper head on the beer…
close the faucet quickly to avoid
overflow. A couple of absolute don’ts
- Never touch the glass with the
faucet; never touch the beer or foam
with the faucet and never open the
faucet part way.
When a draught beer is properly
poured, customers are satisfied,
retailers maximize efficiency and
profits, as well as create loyalty
amongst the consumers and brewers
are confident their beer is properly
poured and presented.
For more detailed information
on improving and maintaining
your draught quality check out
draughtquality.org.

“When a draught beer is properly poured, customers are satisfied”
countless times during the day? Is it
left open when morning or evening
prep is going on? If so, chances are
your actual temperature is closer to
50 degrees. This starts to warm the
beer and more importantly the beer
lines, making it almost impossible to
serve a proper beer. Another concern
is under ordering on kegs. When beer
is delivered, even from a refrigerated
truck, it may have warmed up beyond
the proper serving temperature.
Beer should sit at least 24 hours
in your cooler to acclimate to the
right temperature prior to tapping.
Consider ordering a little extra to
avoid tapping the day of delivery, it
will help your draught quality and
ultimately your yield.

important – use a proper no suds
detergent to wash your glasses,
make sure they get scrubbed with
a brush, and then properly rinsed
and sanitized (always heel in, heel
out). Glasses should be dried upside
down on a wire rack and never towel
dried. If possible, make sure you wet
the glass just prior to serving. Doing
so removes any traces of sanitizer
or dust, slightly chills the glass and
promotes head formation. Chilling
the glass is fine, but avoid actually
freezing the glass. Ice crystals will
form and create foaming problems
while filling. Not to mention, you
stand a chance of freezing sanitizer
to the inside of the glass resulting in
off flavor beer.

Is your draught system properly
balanced and maintained? A properly
balanced system should pour beer
(not foam) at the rate of about two

Finally, make sure the beer is poured
properly. Hold the glass at a 45
degree angle so the beer will pour
down the side of the glass. Grip the
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Sam Adams Octoberfest
Stein Hoisting Events Lead to
Crowning America’s
Stein Hoister of the Year
This year, Sam Adams is partnering with Sports
Illustrated to name the Sports Illustrated
Stein Hoister of the Year! Winners of regional
competitions will compete in the national finals,
where a male and female winner will be named
Stein Hoisters of the Year and attend the Sports
Illustrated Sportsmen of the Year Gala in December
2017! Stein Hoisting events will be available to view
by region on samueladams.com and results will be
emailed directly to participants. Photo backdrops
that incorporate the Sports Illustrated partnership
will be at each event, while thematic wristbands,
hats and hoisting steins will be available to execute
the competitions.

Oktoberfest in Tucson
You don’t have to go all the way to Germany to
experience the fun of Oktoberfest. Casino Del Sol
is throwing a party right here in Tucson – with some
help from Samuel Adams and Paulaner. Get ready
for some stein-hoisting, pretzel-eating, oompahdancing fun Saturday, October 21st.

